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The purpose of this article is to get effective information about the following two
problems: (1) Making a polynomial irreducible by changing coefficients of lower
degree terms. (2) Existence of irreducibles of low degree in a given arithmetic
progression in polynomial ring over finite field.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements and let Fq[t] denote its polyno-
mial ring. Let M denote the set of all monic polynomials in Fq[t], a
semigroup. Given Q # M, l a nonnegative integer, following Hayes [2, 3]
we consider equivalent relation Rl, Q on M given by
fRl, Qg  Q | f&g, tdeg f } f \1t+#tdeg g } g \
1
t+ (mod tl+1).
We are interested in the number of irreducibles P in M with PRl, Q f and
deg P=r, denoted by ?r( f, Rl, Q). Knowledge about ?r( f, Rl, Q) will enable
us to get effective informations about the following two problems:
(1) Making a polynomial irreducible by changing coefficients of
lower degree terms (cf. Theorem 3.5). This is an analogue of the classical
problem: Does there always exist at least one prime between n2 and n2+n
for every integer n1?
(2) Existence of primes (irreducibles) of lower degree in a given
arithmetic progression in Fq[t] (cf. Theorem 3.6).
We start with finite abelian groups Gl, Q=(MRl, Q)_ which occur as
Galois groups of abelian extensions of the rational function field Fq(t). The
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L-functions associated to characters of Gl, Q satisfy the Riemann hypothesis.
As is well known, this leads to upper and lower bounds for the cardinality
of ?r( f, Rl, Q) (cf. [5, Chap. 2; 2; 3]). However, for our purpose we need
more precise error terms. This is done in Section 2.
0. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Let K=Fq(t), A=Fq[t], and At=Fq[1t]. We denote by M the set of
all monic polynomials in A, by Mt the set of all monic polynomials in 1t
over Fq , by M
(r) the set of all monic polynomials in t over Fqr .
If f =tn+a1 tn&1+ } } } +altn&l+ } } } +an in M, we call a1 , a2 , ..., al the
first l coefficients of f and define f * in At by f *=(1t)deg f } f (t).
Given a nonnegative integer l, and Q # M. We define
Definition 0.1. Define an equivalent relation Rl, Q on M as follows:
f, g # M, f#g( mod Rl, Q) if and only if f#g( mod Q) and f *#
g*( mod (1t) l+1) (i.e., f and g have the same first l coefficients). Given
f # M, if there exists g # M such that f } g#1( mod Rl, Q) then one says that
f is invertible modulo Rl, Q . The set of invertible elements on M modulo
Rl, Q forms the group Gl, Q=(MRl, Q)_. We will let Gl /(At (1t) l+1 At)_
be the subgroup consisting of all elements f satisfying f # At and
f#1( mod 1t), and also let GQ=(AQA)_.
Definition 0.2. Let N (r) be the norm map from Fqr(t) to K. Restricting
to M(r), the map N (r) induces an equivalent relation R (r)l, Q on M
(r) as
follows: For f, g # M(r)
f#g( mod R (r)l, Q)  N (r)( f )#N (r)(g)( mod Rl, Q)
and also induces a homomorphism from G(r)l, Q=(M
(r)R (r)l, Q)
_ to Gl, Q
(cf. [3, Section 5]).
Definition 0.3. Given f # M, and d, r two positive integers such that
d | r, we denote by ?d, r( f ; Rl, Q) the number of elements of the set of
irreducibles P in M such that deg P=d, Prd#f ( mod Rl, Q), by ?r( f, Rl, Q)
the number of elements of the set of irreducibles P in M such that
deg P=r, P#f ( mod Rl, Q), by ?r( f, l ) the number of elements of the set of
irreducibles P in M such that deg P=r, P*#f *( mod (1t) l+1).
1. THE GROUPS Gl, Q AND ITS ASSOCIATED L-FUNCTIONS
In this section we show that Gl, Q is a Galois group of an extension of
K and introduce its L-functions.
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Lemma 1.1. Given Q # M, and l a nonnegative integer, we have
(a) Gl _F_q $(At (1t) l+1 At)_.
(b) Gl, Q $Gl_GQ .
Proof. (a) is clear. To prove (b), we define group homomorphism
h : Gl, Q  Gl_GQ by h( f )=( f *, f ), for f # Gl, Q . h is injective, and h is also
a surjective map (cf. [3, Lemma 8.2]). K
Recall that in [4], Hayes has constructed the maximal abelian extension
of K using the torsion points of Carlitz module. Let Kac be the algebraic
closure of K, viewed as A (resp. At)-module under Carlitz A (resp. At)
action. Given Q # M, let 4Q (resp. 4(1t) l+1) be the Q-torsion (resp. (1t) l+1-
torsion) inside Kac. Then
Gal(K(4Q)K)$(AQA)_$GQ ,
Gal(K(4(1t) l+1 K)$\At<\1t+
l+1
At+
_
$Gl_F_q (by Lemma 1.1(a)).
Let K(4(1t) l+1) F
_q be the fixed field of F_q /Gal(K(4(1t) l+1)K). Since
K(4Q) & K(4 (1t) l+1) F q
_
=K, we can construct a Galois extension Kl, QK
such that
Gal(K l, Q K)$Gl _GQ $Gl, Q (by Lemma 1.1(b)).
From [4, Theorem 7.1] one can extract without difficulty the following.
Theorem 1.2. Given Q # M, and nonnegative integer l, there exists a
function field Kl, Q over K ramified only at  and whose finite places divid-
ing Q, such that
Gal(K l, Q K)$Gl, Q .
Under this isomorphism, the Artin symbols ((P), Kl, QK) corresponds
explicitly to (P *, P ) # Gl_GQ $Gl, Q for any monic irreducible P # M such
that (P, Q)=1.
Remark. Let the isomorphism Gl, Q $Gal(Kl, QK) be given by f [ _f ,
where f denotes the Rl, Q equivalence class containing f. By Theorem 1.2
and Definition 0.3, we have that ?r( f, Rl, Q) is the number of elements of
the set of irreducibles P in M such that deg P=r, ((P), Kl, Q K)=_f , and
?r( f, l) is the number of elements of the set of irreducibles P in M such that
deg P=r, ((P), Kl K)=_f .
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Let IK be the idele group of K=Fq(t), let l, Q : IK  Gl, Q $
Gal(Kl, Q K) be the reciprocity law homomorphism (cf. [4, Theorem 7.1]).
Given character / : Gl, Q  C_. We shall let C(/) denote the conductor of
the character / b l, Q on IK . Note that the conductor of a character on IK
is given by an effective divisor of K, written multiplicatively as
m } Q0 , m0, and Q0 # M. By the reciprocity law and Theorem 1.2, we
have in particular that C(/) | l+1 } Q.
Since Gl, Q=(MRl, Q)_, we also view / as a map from M to C with
/( f )=0 if f is not invertible modulo Rl, Q . The L-function associated to /
is defined by
\1&c/qs+ L(s, /)= :f # M
/( f )
qs } deg f
= ‘
P monic irreducible,
P |3 Q \1&
/(P)
qs } deg P+
&1
,
where c/=0 if  | C(/); otherwise c/=1 (cf. [2, Chap. 5]). Pulling back /
to M(r) via /(r)( f )=/(N (r)( f )) for f # M (r), we obtain character /(r) on
G(r)l, Q=(M
(r)R (r)l, Q)
_ whose L-function is given by
\1& c/qrs+ L(s, /(r))= :f # M (r)
/(r)( f )
qr } s } deg f
.
The well-known work of Weil [6] on Riemann hypothesis for the
L-functions of algebraic curves over finite fields gives the very important
Theorem 1.3. If / is a nontrivial multiplicative character of Gl, Q , then
there exists a polynomial P/ of degree &2+deg C(/) such that
(a) P/(0)=1, L(s, /)=P/(q&s).
(b) If P/(z)=>deg P/i=1 (1&:iz) then |:i |=- q.
(c) L(s, /(r))=P/(r)(q&r } s), where P/(r)(z)=>deg P/i=1 (1&:
r
i z).
Proof. For (a), (b), see [2, Theorems 5.5, 5.6] or [6, Theorem 6,
p. 134]; for (c), see [3, Theorem 9.2]. K
2. EXPLICIT BOUNDS FOR ?R( f, Rl, Q)
In [3, Theorem 9.3], Hayes has given an asymptotic formula for
?r( f, Rl, Q). In this section, we shall give explicit upper and lower bounds
for ?r( f, Rl, Q) instead. Our starting point is the following basic identity.
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Proposition 2.1. Let f # M be a polynomial which is invertible modulo
Rl, Q . Then for any positive integer r, we have
:
d | r
d } ?d, r( f ; Rl, Q)=
1
*(Gl, Q)
:
/
/ ( f ) :
:
/ (r)(t+:),
where / runs through the characters of Gl, Q , and : runs through the elements
of Fqr .
Proof. See [3, Theorem 6.1]. K
Proposition 2.2. If f # M is invertible modulo Rl, Q and r a positive integer,
then we have
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
:
/
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:)&3 }
qr2
r
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
:
/
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:),
where / runs through the characters of Gl, Q , and : runs through the elements
of Fqr .
Proof. First, we note that
?r( f, Rl, Q)=?r, r( f ; Rl, Q). (1)
Second, we have
0 :
d | r, d<r
d } ?d, r( f ; Rl, Q) :
d | r, d<r
d }
qd
d
 :
d | r, d<r
qd\qr2+ :
1dr3
qd+
qr2+
r
3
} qr33 } qr2. (2)
By Proposition 2.1, we have
r } ?r, r( f ; Rl, Q)=
1
*(Gl, Q)
:
/
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:)
& :
d | r, d<r
d } ?d, r( f ; Rl, Q). (3)
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Combining (1), (2), and (3), we obtain
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
:
/
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:)&3 }
qr2
r
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
r } ?(Gl, Q)
:
/
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:). K
Lemma 2.3. Given Q # M, l a nonnegative integer, then the number of
irreducibles P in M(r) such that P is not invertible modulo R (r)l, Q is less than
deg Q.
Proof. If P # M(r) is not invertible modulo R (r)l, Q , then its norm N
r(P) is
not invertible modulo Rl, Q [3, Theorem 5.1]. The irreducible polynomials
in question must be factors of Q. Under constant field extension
Fqr(t)Fq(t), the number of such irreducibles can not exceed deg Q. K
The main result in this section, i.e., giving the upper as well as lower
bounds of ?r( f, Rl, Q), is
Theorem 2.4. If f # M is invertible modulo Rl, Q , then
1
*(Gl, Q)
}
qr
r
&{(*(Gl, Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q)*(Gl, Q) +3= }
qr2
r
&
deg Q
*(Gl, Q)
}
1
r
?r( f, Rl, Q)

1
*(Gl, Q)
}
qr
r
+
(*(Gl, Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q)
*(Gl, Q)
}
qr2
r
.
Proof. If / is a nontrivial multiplicative character of Gl, Q , then by
Theorem 1.3, we get
‘
&2+deg C(/)
i=1
(1&:ri q
&r } s)=P/(r)(q&r } s)
=\1& c/qrs+
&1
:
f # M(r)
/(r)( f )
qr } s } deg f
with |:i |=- q. Since C(/) | l+1 } Q, if  | C(/) (i.e., c/=0), then &2+
deg C(/)l&1+deg Q. Otherwise,  |3 C(/) (i.e., |c/ |=1) implies that
&2+deg C(/)&2+deg Q. In any case, we have
} :: # F rq /
(r)(t+:) }= } :
&2+deg C(/)
i=1
:ri }(l&1+deg Q) } qr2. (4)
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If /=/0 is the trivial multiplicative character of Gl, Q , then
} :: # F rq /
(r)
0 (t+:) }=*[t+: | : # Fqr , N (r)(t+:) invertible modulo Rl, Q].
By Lemma 2.3, we have
qr&deg Q :
: # F rq
/ (r)0 (t+:)q
r. (5)
From Proposition 2.2, we therefore obtain that
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
:
/{/0
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:)
+
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
/0( f ) :
:
/ (r)0 (t+:)&3 }
qr2
r
.
Using (4), (5), and |/ ( f )|=1, /0( f )=1, it follows that
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
} [&(*(Gl, Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q) } qr2
+(qr&deg Q)]&3 }
qr2
r
=
1
*(Gl, Q)
}
qr
r
&{(*(Gl, Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q)*(Gl, Q) +3= }
qr2
r
&
deg Q
*(Gl, Q)
}
1
r
.
Similarly, using Proposition 2.2, we also obtain that
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
:
/{/0
/ ( f ) :
:
/(r)(t+:)
+
1
r } *(Gl, Q)
/0( f ) :
:
/ (r)0 (t+:)

1
r } *(Gl, Q)
} [(*(Gl, Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q) } qr2+qr]
=
1
*(Gl, Q)
}
qr
r
+
(*(Gl, Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q)
*(Gl, Q)
}
qr2
r
.
This completes the proof. K
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Given Q # M, we shall let 8(Q)=*((AQA)_). We then have
Corollary 2.5. Given Q # M, r a positive integer and l a nonnegative
integer. If f is invertible modulo Rl, Q then
qr
ql } 8(Q) } r
&
(l+3+deg Q) } qr2+l+deg Q
ql } 8(Q) } r
?r( f, Rl, Q)
qr
ql } 8(Q) } r
+
(l+deg Q) } qr2+l+deg Q
ql } 8(Q) } r
.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 1.1, *(Gl, Q)=ql } 8(Q). We have
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
ql } 8(Q)
}
qr
r
&_(q
l } 8(Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q)
ql } 8(Q)
+3&
}
qr2
r
&
deg Q
ql } 8(Q)
}
1
r
=
qr
ql } 8(Q) } r
+
1
ql } 8(Q) } r
} [&(l+3+deg Q) } ql } 8(Q) } qr2
+l } qr2+(ql } 8(Q)&1) } qr2+(qr2&1) } deg Q].
Using 8(Q)qdeg Q, we obtain
?r( f, Rl, Q)
qr
ql } 8(Q) } r
&
(l+3+deg Q) } qr2+l+deg Q
ql } 8(Q) } r
.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.4 and 8(Q)<qdeg Q, we obtain also
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
ql } 8(Q) } r
} [qr+(ql } 8(Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q) } qr2]

qr
ql } 8(Q) } r
+
(l+deg Q) } qr2+l+deg Q
ql } 8(Q) } r
.
This completes the proof. K
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Taking Q=1 and fixing nonzero polynomial f # M, this reduces to
Corollary 2.6. We have
qr&l
r
&(ql&1)(l&1) }
qr2&l
r
&3 }
qr2
r
?r( f, l )
qr&l
r
+(ql&1)(l&1) }
qr2&l
r
.
Proof. Since ?r( f, l )=?r( f, Rl, 1), this follows immediately from
Theorem 2.4. K
Corollary 2.6 gives us bounds of the number of irreducibles of degree r
which have the same first l coefficients with a given polynomial f.
3. SOME APPLICATIONS
In this section, we give applications of Theorem 2.4 and Corollary 2.5.
The first problem we shall consider is: Making a given polynomial
irreducible by changing its coefficients of lower degree terms. We show in
Theorem 3.5 that this can always be done if one is allowed to modify
approximately half of the coefficients. This is an analogue of the classical
problem ‘‘Does there always exist at least one prime between n2 and n2+n
for every integer n1?’’ (see [1, p. 11, problem 11]).
To begin with, we have
Theorem 3.1. Given Q # M, r, l two positive integers such that qr2>
(l+2+deg Q) } 8(Q) } ql. If f is invertible modulo Rl, Q , then we have
?r( f, Rl, Q)1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 1.1, *(Gl, Q)=ql } 8(Q) and we
have
?r( f, Rl, Q)
1
ql } 8(Q)
}
qr
r
&_(q
l } 8(Q)&1)(l&1+deg Q)
ql84 (Q)
+3&
}
qr2
r
&
deg Q
ql } 8(Q)
}
1
r
=
1
ql } 8(Q) } r
} [qr2 } [qr2&(l+2+deg Q) } 8(Q) } ql]
+[(l&1+deg Q) } qr2&deg Q]].
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Since qr2>(l+2+deg Q) } 8(Q) } ql and (l&1+deg Q) } qr2&deg Q>0,
we obtain ?r( f, Rl, Q)>0. This completes the proof. K
Taking Q=1, then 8(1)=1 and we have
Corollary 3.2. Given nonzero polynomial f # M. If r, l are positive
integers such that qr2>(l+2) } ql, then
?r( f, l )1.
Proof. Since ?r( f, l )=?r( f, Rl, 1), so it follows from Theorem 3.1. K
Remark. This corollary says that given 12>=>0, there exists integer
r= such that ?r( f, R (12&=) r, 1)1 if rr= .
Taking l=0, ql=1, we have
Theorem 3.3. Given Q, f # M. If qr2>(3+deg Q) } 8(Q), and ( f, Q)=1,
then
?r( f, R0, Q)1.
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, we have
?r( f, R0, Q)
1
8(Q) } r
} [qr&[(8(Q)&1)(&1+deg Q)]
} qr2&3 } 8(Q) } qr2&deg Q].
Since qr2>(3+deg Q) } 8(Q), it follows that
?r( f, R0, Q)
>
1
8(Q) } r
} [[3 } 8(Q)+deg Q } 8(Q)] } qr2
&[&8(Q)+deg Q } 8(Q)+1&deg Q] } qr2&3 } 8(Q) } qr2&deg Q]
=
1
8(Q) } r
} [[8(Q)&1] } qr2+[qr2&1] } deg Q]0. K
Corollary 3.4. Given Q, f # M. If qr2>(3+deg Q) } qdeg Q, and ( f, Q)
=1, then
?r( f, R0, Q)1.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.3 and the fact that 8(Q)qdeg Q. K
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Our first main theorem in this section is
Theorem 3.5. Given monic polynomial f # Fq[t] with deg f=d,
(1) If d is even, and q>d2+1, then there exists monic irreducible
P # Fq[t] such that deg P=d and deg(P& f )d2.
(2) If d is odd, and q>((d+3)2)2, then there exists monic irreducible
P # Fq[t] such that deg P=d and deg(P& f )(d&1)2.
Proof. (1) follows from Corollary 3.2 and Definition 0.3 by taking
r=d, l=d2&1. (2) follows from Corollary 3.2 and Definition 0.3 by
taking r=d, l=(d&1)2. K
Example. Given polynomial f of degree d, it may happen that there
does not exist irreducible polynomial P such that deg P=d and deg(P&f )
<d2 (d even), (d&1)2 (d odd), as the following examples indicate
(1) In F2[t], let f (t)=t2. Since t2+1=(t+1)2, there does not exist
any irreducible polynomial P(t) such that deg (P& f )<1.
(2) In F11[t], let f (t)=t3+t2+4t. Note that t3+t2+4t+c is not
irreducible for all c # F11 . Hence there does not exist any irreducible poly-
nomial P(t) such that deg (P& f )<1.
Given an arithmetic progression in A, we are also interested in finding
irreducible polynomials sitting in that progression with degree low enough.
As in Theorem 1.2, set Kl=(K(4(1t)l+1)) F q
_
, KQ=K(4Q), Kl, Q=KlKQ
such that Gal(Kl K$Gl , Gal(KQK)$GQ , and also Gal(K l, QK)$Gl, Q .
Theorem 3.6. Given Q # M, nonnegative integer l, we have
(a) If positive integer r satisfies qr2>(l+2) } ql, then for any
_ # Gal(Kl K), there exists at least an irreducible P with deg P=r such that
the Artin symbol ((P), Kl K)=_.
(b) If positive integer r satisfies qr2>(3+deg Q) } qdeg Q, then for any
_ # Gal(KQK), there exists at least an irreducible P with deg P=r such
that the Artin symbol ((P), KQK)=_.
(c) If positive integer r satisfies qr2>(l+3+deg Q) } ql+deg Q, then
for any _ # Gal(Kl, QK), there exists at least an irreducible P with deg P=r
such that the Artin symbol ((P), Kl, QK)=_.
Proof. (a) Since Gal(Kl K)$Gal(Kl, 1 K)$Gl, 1 , for _ # Gal(Kl K),
there exists an invertible polynomial f modulo Rl, 1 such that _=_f
(Theorem 1.2). By Corollary 3.2, this f can be chosen to be an irreducible
P with deg P=r. Hence ((P), Kl K)=_.
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(b) Since Gal(KQK)$Gal(K0, QK)$G0, Q , for _ # Gal(KQK),
there exists an invertible polynomial f modulo R0, Q such that _=_f . By
Corollary 3.4, this f can again be chosen as irreducible P with deg P=r.
Thus ((P), KQK)=_.
(c) Since Gal(Kl, Q K)$Gl, Q , for _ # Gal(Kl, QK), there exists an
invertible polynomial f modulo Rl, Q such that _=_f . By Corollary 2.5,
there exists at least one irreducible P with deg P=r such that
((P), Kl, Q K)=_. K
Stated in terms of arithmetic progressions, Theorem 3.6(b) becomes
Corollary 3.6. Given Q # A, and positive integer r satisfying qr2
(3+deg Q) } qdeg Q. Then for any monic polynomial f with ( f, Q)=1,
deg f=r, there exists at least one monic irreducible P # A with deg P=r
such that P#f ( mod Q).
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